which participants are cued to saccade either in the same or in the opposite 43 direction of a peripheral stimulus. These reports have provided conflicting 44 answers as to whether a cue to saccade away from a target leads to positive, 45 negative, or no switch costs. These contradictory findings are paralleled by two 46 opposing theoretical hypotheses which focus on task-set inertia and oculomotor 47 inhibition, respectively. Here, we applied a computational, generative model to 48 data from a mixed antisaccade task in which the peripheral visual stimulus also 49 served as a trial type cue. Behaviorally, we found reaction time and error rate 50 switch costs on pro-and antisaccade trials. Modeling revealed that these costs 51 were due to two different effects. First, antisaccade trials enhanced inhibitory 52 control on the following trial, resulting in fewer but faster inhibition failures. 53
inhibition, respectively. Here, we applied a computational, generative model to 48 data from a mixed antisaccade task in which the peripheral visual stimulus also 49 served as a trial type cue. Behaviorally, we found reaction time and error rate 50 switch costs on pro-and antisaccade trials. Modeling revealed that these costs 51 were due to two different effects. First, antisaccade trials enhanced inhibitory 52 control on the following trial, resulting in fewer but faster inhibition failures. 53
Second, goal-directed actions displayed a task-inertia effect, in that rule these 54 were slower on switch trials compared to repeat trials. Our results shed light 55 on the general phenomena of task switching, by demonstrating two types of 56 switch cost that affect differently the inhibition of habitual responses and the 57 initiation of goal-directed actions. 58
Introduction

70
One hallmark of higher-order cognition is the ability to alternate between 71 habitual and non-habitual, goal-directed actions (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2008) . 72
However, alternating between different tasks engenders costs in terms of 73 reaction time (RT) and error rate (ER), and switching from a non-habitual to a 74 habitual response sometimes leads to larger costs than the opposite transition 75 (Allport et al., 1994 ). An attractive paradigm to study these phenomena in the 76 oculomotor domain is the antisaccade task (Hallett, 1978; Munoz and Everling, 77 2004), in which a habitual response -a prosaccade towards a salient peripheral 78 stimulus -needs to be overwritten by a non-habitual action, i.e., an antisaccade 79 in the opposite direction. Importantly, this paradigm has received much 80 attention in psychiatric research, because changes in ER and RT constitute a 81 stable finding in schizophrenia (Greenwood et Concretely, all studies we are aware of have reported that switch prosaccades, 92
i.e. correct prosaccades that follow an antisaccade trial, have higher latencies 93 than repeat trials, whereas the costs associated with switch antisaccades are 94 less clear. For example, some studies have indicated that switch antisaccades 95 display lower RTs (e.g. Cherkasova et al., 2002) , while others have reported 96 both lower and higher RTs (e.g., Barton et al., 2006a) , and yet others indicate no 97 switch costs (e.g., Weiler and Heath, 2012b) . 98
One path to clarify the relationship between seemingly contradictory 99 experimental evidence is the application of generative models to empirical data 100 (Monsell, to explain the inhibition of habitual, fast prosaccades, with a second race 107 between two voluntary, or goal-directed actions that can generate both pro-108 and antisaccades. In contrast to previous models (Noorani and Carpenter, 109 2013), we acknowledge the possibility that prosaccades can be generated not 110 only as the result of reactive (habitual) saccades, but also by a rule-guided 111 decision process. 112
In two recent studies (Aponte et al., 2017; 2018) , we showed that SERIA can be 113 used to account for RT and ER distributions with great accuracy, and that it is 114 able to predict corrective antisaccades. Here, we employ the model to 115 investigate switch costs and whether they could be attributed either to the 116 inhibition of habitual responses or to the generation of voluntary saccades. In 117 other words, we compare the two dominant theories of antisaccade switch 118 costs -the task-set inertia hypothesis (Allport et al., 1994) 
Methods
128
In this study, we analyzed a subset (one of two tasks) of the data presented in 129 detail in Aponte et al. (2018) . In the following, we briefly summarize the 130 experimental procedures relevant for the analysis presented here. This study 131 was approved by the ethics board of the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland (KEK-132 ZH-Nr.2014-0246) and was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 133
Participants
134
We used the data of all twenty-four, healthy male subjects that were analyzed 135 in Aponte et al., 2018. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and 136 provided a written inform consent to participate in the study. 137
Apparatus
138
The experiment was conducted in a dimly illuminated room. Subjects sat 60cm 139 in front of a computer screen (41.4x30cm; Philips 20B40; refresh rate 85Hz). 140
Eye position was recorded at a sampling rate of 1000Hz with a remote, infrared 141 eye tracker (Eyelink 1000; SR Research, Ottawa, Canada). Head position was 142 stabilized using a chin rest. The experiment was controlled by in-house 143 software written in the Python programming language (2.7) using the PsychoPy 144 package (1.82.02) (Peirce, 2007; 2008) . 145
Experimental design
146
Here, we only considered the data from the synchronous task condition in 147 Aponte et al. (2018) . Subjects participated in three blocks of mixed pro-and 148 antisaccade trials. Each block consisted of 200 trials of which either 20, 50, or 149 80% were prosaccade trials. Before the main experiment, subjects underwent 150 a training block of 50 prosaccade trials followed by 50 antisaccade trials. In the 151 training phase (but not during the main experiment) subjects received feedback 152 about their performance. 153
As shown in Fig. 1A , two red circles (radius 0.25°) were presented throughout 154 the experiment at an eccentricity of ±12°. Each trial started with a central 155 fixation cross (0.6x0.6°). Subjects were required to fixate for at least 500ms, 156 after which a random interval of 500 to 1000ms started. Completed this period, 157 the fixation cross disappeared, and a green bar (3.48x0.8°) centered on one of 158 the red circles was presented in either horizontal or vertical orientation for 159 500ms. Subjects were instructed to saccade to the red circle ipsilateral to a 160 horizontal green bar (prosaccade trials), and to saccade to the contralateral 161 circle in the opposite case (antisaccade trials). After 1000ms the next trial 162 started. Horizontal and vertical bars were randomly interleaved, but the same 163 sequence was presented across all subjects. The location (left of right) of the 164 peripheral cue was also randomly permuted, such that the number of pro-and 165 antisaccade trials in each direction was the same. 166 
Data processing
167
Saccades were detected with the software provided by the eye tracker 168 manufacturer (Stampe, 1993) , which uses a 22°/s and 3800°/s2 threshold to 169 define the start of a saccade. Only saccades with a magnitude larger than 2° 170
were included in the analysis. Trials were rejected in case of an eye blink, if 171 subjects failed to maintain fixation before the peripheral green bar was 172 presented, and if their latency was above 900ms or below 50ms, and, in the case 173 of antisaccades, below 95ms. 174
Statistical Analysis
175
As variables of interest, we investigated mean RT of correct responses and 176 mean ER. These were analyzed with a generalized, linear mixed effect (GLME) 177 model implemented in MATLAB 9.3 (fitglme.m). Independent variables were 178 prosaccade probability (PP) with levels 20, 50 and 80%; trial type (TT); last 179 trial (LT) with levels switch and repeat (Fig. 1B) ; and SUBJECT entered as a 180 random effect. In the case of ER, the probit function acted as link function in the 181 GLME. The first trial of a block was not included in this analysis. 182
The SERIA model More concretely, SERIA provides an explicit formula for the probability of an 198 action A and its RT. First, a prosaccade at time t is generated when either the 199 early unit " hits threshold at time t (i.e., " = ) before all other units. The 200 probability of this event is given by 201
(1) 202 Furthermore, a prosaccade at time t can be triggered when the late prosaccade 203 unit hits threshold at t and before all other units 204
or an early response is stopped by the inhibitory unit (i.e., # < and # < " ), 206
and the late prosaccade unit hits threshold before the antisaccade unit 207
Similarly, an antisaccade at time t is generated when the antisaccade unit hits 209 threshold at t ( % = ), before all other units 210
or after an early prosaccade has been stopped 212
To fit the model, we assumed a parametric form for the hit times of each of units: 214 the hit times of the early ( " ) and inhibitory unit ( # ) were modeled with an 215 inverse Gamma distribution, while the hit times of the late units ( $ and % ) 216 were modeled using a Gamma distribution (Aponte et al., 2017) . Thus, each unit 217 could be fully characterized by two parameters controlling the mean and 218 variance of the hit times. Accordingly, to fully specify the distribution of actions 219
and RTs in a condition, 8 (unit) parameters were required. 220 experimental data compared to models which did not include this factor? 225
Second, are inter-trial effects driven by either the trial type, the action, or the 226 correctness of the action performed in the previous trial? Third, can inter-trial 227 effects be accounted for by changes in either the generation of goal-directed 228 actions, inhibitory control, or a combination of both? 229
To answer these questions, we fitted models that explained the totality of the 230 data not only as a function of the current trial type, but also as a function of the 231 previous trial. For this, all trials were divided into four different conditions, 232 according to the cue displayed (pro-or antisaccade) and the previous trial, as 233 explained below. Although a different set of parameters could operate in each 234 condition, this seems biologically implausible and our goal was to identify 235 which parameters could be fixed across conditions, without compromising the 236 ability of the models to parsimoniously explain the behavioral data. As 237 illustrated in Table 1 , we first evaluated models in which the parameters of the 238 units were constant irrespective of the previous trial but could vary depending 239 on the cue presented on the current trial. Second, we evaluated models that 240 accounted for effects of the last trial in three manners: either the parameters of 241 the model depended on (i) the previous trial type (Fig. 1B) , (ii) the previous 242 action, or on (iii) whether the previous action was an error or not. In principle, 243 one could also consider interactions among these three factors, but this would 244 require 2x2x2x2x8=128 parameters. Hence, we limited the analysis to the three 245 options mentioned above and ignored their interaction, acknowledging that 246 such effects have been reported in the literature (DeSimone et al., 2014). 247
These families of models were divided into three nested versions that 248 represented different types of inter-trial effects: either the parameters of the 249 inhibitory and early unit were fixed across conditions, but the late units were 250 allowed to vary across conditions, or only inhibitory control changed across 251 conditions, or both the late and the inhibitory units could differ in all conditions, 252 but the early units were equal across them. 253 Model space. In addition to the 8 parameters controlling the units, all models included three parameters that accounted for the 'no response' time, the late response delay, i.e., a constant delay associated with all goal-directed saccades and, finally, the probability of an outlier, i.e., the probability of a saccade faster than the no-responsetime. In model J , we assumed that the early and inhibitory units were equal in pro-and antisaccade trials (4 parameters), but the late units were allowed to vary across pro-and antisaccade trials (4x2 parameters). Thus, the total number of parameters was 3+4+4x2=15.
In the case of models M , P and JE , the parameters of the late units varied in all four possible conditions, resulting in 2x4 (two switch trials times four parameters) additional degrees of freedom (15+2x4=23). In model K , the inhibitory unit was allowed to vary between pro-and antisaccade trials, but the late units were fixed across the two conditions. Thus, K had 13 parameters, i.e., two parameters less than J . In models N , Q and JJ , we allowed the inhibitory unit to vary across all four conditions. Note that K had the identical late decision process in pro-and antisaccade trials. We relaxed this severe restriction in models N , Q and JJ and allowed the late units to vary between pro-and antisaccade trials, but kept them fix across switching. Thus, theses three models had 3x2+4+13=21 parameters. Lastly, in the late+inhib. family we allowed both the inhibitory and late units to vary, keeping the parameters of the early unit fixed. In model m3 this implied two more parameters when compared to m1, while in models m6, m9 and m12 this led to 3x2 more parameters than e.g. m4.
Model fitting
254
The models were estimated using the techniques presented in our previous 255 studies ( Aponte et al., 2017; 2018) . Data from all subjects were entered 256 simultaneously into a hierarchical model presented in Aponte et al. (2017; 257 2018) . Samples from the posterior distribution were drawn using the 258
Metropolis-Hasting algorithm. The evidence or marginal likelihood of models 259 was computed using thermodynamic integration with 32 parallel chains 260 ordered according to the temperature schedule suggested by Aponte et al. 261 (2018). The algorithm was run for 60000 iterations, from which only the last 262 half was used to compute summary statistics. The software used here to 263 implement the models and inference is available in the TAPAS toolbox 264 (http://translationalneuromodeling.org/tapas/). 265
We were interested in several model-based statistics derived from the fits. First, 266
we evaluated the probability of an inhibition failure, defined as the probability 267 that the early unit hits threshold before all the other units: 268
Inhibition failures are fast, reflexive prosaccades, which are correct on 269 prosaccade trials and errors on antisaccade trials. The expected RT of an 270 inhibition failure is 271
We also report the conditional probability of a late prosaccade, defined as the 274 probability that the late prosaccade unit hits threshold before the antisaccade 275 unit: 276
Note that the conditional probability (given no inhibition failure) of a late 277 antisaccade is defined as 278
We were also interested in the expected hit times of the late units, defined as 281
and analogously so for antisaccades. This quantity is the expected hit time of 282 the late prosaccade unit, conditioned on the antisaccade unit arriving at a later 283 point. We report this statistic, as it conveys an interpretable quantity that can 284 be readily compared to experimental data. The derivation for these terms can 285 be found in Aponte et al. (2017) . Finally, we computed the probability of a 287 saccade at time t to be an early response: 288
Results
290
The results are based on all trials of the experiment, after roughly 2.2% of the 291 trials were discarded due to blinks or other artefacts, as explained in detail in 292 Aponte et al. (2018) . We first report a classical statistical analysis of ER and RT. 293
Only correct trials entered the analysis of RT. Then, we proceed to the model-294 based findings. 295
Switch costs: Error rate 296
Mean ERs ( Fig. 2A-C 
Reaction time 309
To evaluate the effect of previous trials, we submitted the mean RT of correct 310 trials ( Fig. 2D-F) , to a GLME that included PP, LT, and SUBJECT as independent 311
variables. There was a significant effect of LT on both pro, and antisaccades 312 trials (pro. switch cost = 14 , (1,138) = 37.1, < 10 kL ; anti. switch cost = 313 12 , (1,138) = 32.7, < 10 kL ). The effect of PP was significant on 314 antisaccade ( (1,138) = 6.6, < 10 kL ) but not on prosaccade trials 315 ( (1,138) = 0.9, = 0.39). In both cases, the interaction between PP and LT 316 was not significant. We then considered pro-and antisaccades in a single model 317 with factors PP, LT, TT and all possible interactions. Our main interest was the 318 interaction between the factors LT and TT, which would indicate a significant 319 difference in the switch cost between pro-and antisaccades. This interaction 320 was not significant ( (2,276) = 0.2, = 0.64). 321 Table 2 (top)  325 reports the evidence of all models in log units. The model with the highest 326 evidence ( O , LME = -17467.6, DLME>8.0 log units) allowed for differences in 327 the late and inhibitory units across all conditions. In addition, the accuracy or 328 expected log likelihood is reported in Table 2 (bottom). In general, models in 329 which switch costs depended on the last trial type, as opposed to the last action 330 or error, obtained higher evidence. 331 Model comparison. The model with the highest evidence is high lightened in bold face. A difference of 3 log units is typically regarded as strong evidence (Kass and Raftery, 1995) . The expected loglikelihood is also displayed for comparison. Note that within all model families (rows) the difference in expected log-likelihood between the most complex and the other models is strongly reduced (for last trial type) or even inverted (last action or last error) in log model evidence due to the penalization for complexity.
To illustrate qualitative differences between models, the fits of m4 (switch:late), 341 m5 (switch:inhib.) and m6 (switch:late+inhib.) are displayed in Fig. 3 but it did not seem to capture early responses on, for example, prosaccade 347 repeat trials (Fig. 3 bottom row) . Finally, the switch:late+inhib. model was able 348 to accommodate most of the features of the behavioral data, with perhaps the 349 exception of the early peak on prosaccade switch trials. 350 
SERIA results -parameter estimates
352
In the second part of the analysis, we investigated how model-based parameter 353 estimates differed across conditions. For this, we used the parameter estimates 354 from the model with the highest evidence, namely the switch:late+inhib. model. 355
The focus of this analysis was the hit times of the late units and the early 356 responses, as well as the expected proportion of late errors, and the number of 357 inhibition failures in switch and repeat trials. 358
Threshold hit times 359
The expected hit time of the late pro-(327ms, std. 35ms) and antisaccade 360 (314ms, std. 33ms) units (Fig. 5A-B) were first submitted to two separate GLMs. 361
The main effect of LT was significant for the two late units (pro. switch cost = 362 16ms, std. 19ms, (1,138) = 28.6, < 10 kL ; anti. switch cost = 23ms, std. 363 21ms, (1,138) = 46.6, < 10 kL ). When considered together, we found no 364 significant interaction between LT and TT ( (1,276) = 2.4, = 0.11). Finally, 365 the interaction between PP and TT was significant ( (1,276) = 5.0, = 0.007). 366 TT and LT was significant, as well ( (1,276) = 46.9, < 10 kL ). As shown in Fig.  374 A B C D 5D, inhibition failures had a higher mean latency on antisaccade switch trials 375 (214ms, std. 32ms) than on repeat trials (199ms, std. 29ms), whereas on 376 prosaccade trials (Fig. 5D) 
Error types 393
In order to characterize different sources of errors, we investigated early and 394 late errors separately (Fig. 6) . First, we submitted the probability of late errors 395 (Eq. 8 and 9) on pro-(mean 19%, std. 14) and antisaccade (mean 4%, std.4) 396 trials to a single GLME. This revealed a positive switch cost as demonstrated by 397 a significant effect of LT ( (1,276) = 55.9, < 10 kL ). Moreover, there was a 398 significant interaction between LT and TT ( (1,276) = 14.7, < 10 kL ). The 399 mean switch cost for late prosaccades was 11% (std. 11), whereas for 400 antisaccades, it was 1% (std. 4.8). When late antisaccades were analyzed 401 separately, the effect of the previous trials was still significant ( (1,138) = 402 9.87, = 0.002). 403 We then investigated the probability of an inhibition failure (see Eq. 6), defined 404 as the probability that the early unit hits threshold before all other units. The histograms of all responses on pro-and antisaccade trials are sorted into switch and repeat trials. Histograms were normalized to have unit area. Overlaid are the predicted histogram of early responses, computed by weighting each saccade by its probability of being an early response (Eq. 11). In prosaccade trials, there were more early saccades in repeated trials than on switch trials, while the opposite pattern could be observed on antisaccade trials. Note that the black and gray histograms represent the empirical distributions, while orange and green histograms show modeling results. This cost was higher on prosaccade trials when compared to antisaccade trials. In contrast, we found that there was a negative switch cost in the number of inhibition failures on prosaccade trials, while we observed the opposite effect on antisaccade trials. Thus, prosaccade trials lead to more inhibition failures on the subsequent trial irrespective of trial type. B. Hit times. There was a positive and significant switch cost for late pro-and antisaccades. Early reactions that followed a prosaccade trial showed a higher latency than those following an antisaccade trial. Error bars display the s.e.m.. We speculate that seemingly contradictory reports could be explained by a 491 single computational mechanism. In other words, a unified explanation of 492 behavioral findings might be attained through the lens of quantitative 493 modeling. Thus, we proceed to discuss our computational results. 494
Computational Modelling
495
The main goal of our study was to account for switch costs in the antisaccade 496 task using the SERIA model. The conclusions presented here are based on 497 quantitative Bayesian model comparison, as well as on qualitative posterior 498 predictive fits (Fig. 3 and 4) . Our results indicate that the bulk of effects of the 499 last trial can be accounted for by alternations of trial type, and not by the 500 previous actions. Note, however, that we cannot rule out interactions between 501 trial type and actions that have been previously reported (Tatler and Hutton, 502 2007; DeSimone et al., 2014). 503
Qualitative inspection of the predictive fits ( Fig. 3 and 4) clearly indicates that 504 accounting for switch costs in both habitual and goal-directed actions improved 505 the fit of the RT distributions. The second best model ( = 8.2) accounted 506 for switch costs only through changes in inhibitory control (switch:inhib.). 507
Examination of the predictive fits clearly shows why this model was inferior: 508
The RT distribution of late responses could not be properly fitted. 509
The analysis of parameter estimates led to two conclusions. First, there was a 510 positive switch cost in late pro-and antisaccades in terms of RT and ER. 511
However, the switch cost associated with late errors on antisaccade trials was 512 small (1%). Second, antisaccade trials led to fewer and faster habitual 513 responses on the following trial. Therefore, we conclude that goal-directed 514 behavior is facilitated by the application of the same rule over trials. Moreover, 515 the enhanced inhibitory control induced by antisaccade trials led to more 516 efficient inhibition on the following trial. 517
It is not straightforward to compare our model-based findings to predictions 518 from conceptual models, because these do not always translate into precise 519 empirical predictions. In particular, our results support two theories that are 520 considered opposites . On the one hand, the switch 521 cost observed in goal-directed behavior supports the task-set inertia 522 hypothesis , according to which the activation of a cue-523 action mapping facilitates the activation of the same rule on the next trial, while 524 interfering with other mappings. 525
On the other hand, our results also support the oculomotor inhibition 526 hypothesis (Allport et al., 1994) , according to which the type of inhibitory 527 control required to execute an antisaccade leads to enhanced inhibition on the 528 following trial, as reflected by a fewer inhibition failures following an 529 antisaccade trial, as well as faster early prosaccades. The latter is a natural 530 consequence of more efficient inhibitory control, which allows only inhibition 531 failures with very short latencies. Note that the existence of inter-trial effects 532 on inhibitory control is supported by evidence in the countermanding saccade 533 task (e.g., Barton et al., 2006a; . In summary, our model 534 supports both theories, depending on whether the interpretation focusses on 535 the inhibition of reactive responses or on the generation of voluntary actions. 536
Finally, we note that our modeling approach cannot distinguish whether 537 antisaccade trials enhance inhibitory control, or whether prosaccade trials 538 disengage it. Here, we have opted to assert that antisaccade trials enhance 539 inhibition; however, in the present context, both options are undistinguishable. 540
Other models of inter-trial effects
541
To our knowledge, this is the first computational, trial-by-trial model used to 542 investigate switch costs in the antisaccade task. Although SERIA seems to 543 accommodate the most salient features of our data, one conceptual limitation 544 of our approach is its phenomenological or descriptive nature. work we plan to account for learning effects, in addition to the last trial effects 564 modeled here. 565
Summary
566
Our quantitative modeling suggests that conceptual theories of switch costs in 567 the antisaccade task can profit from a more precise formulation in 568 computational terms, as seemingly contradictory statements can be correct at 569 the same time. This is possible because of the non-trivial interactions between 570 a habitual response mechanism that can be subject to fast inhibitory control and 571 the ability to generate goal-directed, context sensitive behavior. Concretely, our 572 analysis indicates that alternating between goal-directed behaviors engenders 573 sizeable switch costs, whereas increased inhibitory demands on one trial 574 enhance inhibitory control on the following trial. 575
